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The indiscriminate use of inorganic fertilizers especially nitrogenous fertilizers has increased cost of 

agricultural production, and resulted in environmental deterioration as well. Breeding for low nitrogen tolerant 
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genotypes may produce a sustainable solution to this problem. Nitrogen adaptation in crop plants is a complex 

trait and need careful selection strategies. Marker assisted breeding may help in formulating precise selection 

criteria. In order to identify markers linked to nitrogen sensitivity in agronomic performance, the present study 

evaluated 247 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from the cross Basmati 370 x ASD 16. The RILs were 

evaluated under field conditions, which was low in available nitrogen. Two nitrogen regimes, one with no 

application of nitrogen fertilizer and other with applied nitrogen of 150kg/ha were maintained. The RILs along 

with their parents were evaluated for biomass traits (shoot, grain and root) and grain yield.  The in vitro 

activities of key nitrogen assimilation enzymes, nitrate reductase (NR), glutamine synthetase (GS) and 

glutamate synthase (GOGAT) were assayed. The RILs were genotyped using 152 rice microsatellite markers 

covering entire genome. Significant level of genotype x nitrogen level interaction was found for all the traits 

studied, especially for shoot biomass and single plant yield. All the biomass traits were positively associated 

with plant yield and showed nitrogen positive response. NR activity also showed positive association with 

shoot biomass. There were two main effect QTLs detected influencing shoot biomass, one of which located on 

chromosome 6 (RM5815-RM585) was linked to root biomass. Single plant yield showed influence of one main 

QTL. Many of the main effect QTLs were having significant epistatic influence with few obscure loci while 

none of them showed QTL x nitrogen level interaction.  Interestingly, two pairs of epistatic loci were showing 

significant QTL x nitrogen level interaction both influencing shoot biomass. Two marker intervals of these 

were located on chromosome 3, showed significant negative epistatic influence at native nitrogen level 

implicating low nitrogen sensitivity.  One interval among these located on the short arm of chromosome 3 was 

of particular interest, because it was found lying in continuation with the epistatic QTLs influencing in vivo GS 

activity. The presence of a nitrogen sensitive locus at this part of the chromosome 3 was reported in earlier 

studies. We presume a putative association of GS activity towards contributing to the low nitrogen sensitivity at 

these loci.  
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